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Chairman’s Summary of 2017 
Michael Muir
First of all I must congratulate all those that  have gone solo or re-
soloed this year after many years break.Also those that have gained 
their Bronze C, cross county endorsement, Silver C and all those that 
started cross country flying. For 2018 I hope we go forward in cross 
county training and more Silver C' s.  

Although we have had a successful flying year it has been 
disappointing we have ended the year with all four two seaters 
grounded. Alan Wyse and his merry helpers are  doing a great job in 
repairing them. We hope to have two K13's back in the air by the middle 
of January.   

Huntingdonshire DC has now published their local plan. This is the last 
stage before it goes to the public enquiry in the summer of 2018.  The 
good news is our airfield is NOT included in the plan only the old 
residential side is. That means  that no planning applications for 
housing will be accepted  on our airfield up to 2036. I have spoken to 
the planing officer in charge of their plan that when the local plan for 
2036 to 2056 is considered I asked will our airfield be included in the 
new plan. His answer was no, as they have other land to consider and 

they  wish to keep the airfield  as open space. So we can still consider buying our airfield again later in 
2018 if we  can negotiate the right price. I feel as your chairman we MUST go forward with this. 

My thanks to the management committee for all their good work over the last year.  Sadly we lost an 
excellent member recently, Roly, as our safety member and he has to be replaced in the new year any 
volunteers ?? 
 
I wish everyone happy Christmas, with all the flying you wish in the new year. 

Dear Readers - The Editor 

After a very hard fought battle against the thunder of people running for the door marked exit I have been 
given the tremendous “privilege" of editing the NVGC Newsletter. Before I go any further I would like to 
thank Peter Valentine for the excellent work he has done over the years bringing the news to you all. I am 
already getting a sense of the commitment he must have had to keep up the good work for so long. Many 
thanks from all of us Peter!!  

This month is a bit sombre as we have lost two valuable members, Roly Taylor and Dave Braham. Please 
take time to read about these two wonderful men as they had rich and varied lives in the aviation world. 

There is though lots of good news as soon we will have the fleet back in the air and the December shut 
down means we do not have to have one in January so we can all start contemplating our goals for 2018. 

So, as you eat your turkey curry, wake up with a hangover and think about the next year please spare me a 
thought and send in any pictures, stories or anecdotes you might have to fill up these hallowed pages.  

Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year to you all.  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I joined NVGC in August 2016, the only gliding experience I had was soloing at 16 as an Air Cadet some 32 
years ago. For me 2017 has been a year of achievement I am proud to share with you. It just goes to show 
how much one can do with determination and of course excellent instruction. 

It was a cold but clear day on 11th 
December 2016, I had spent all day in 
the cockpit with Steve Jarvis sitting in the 
back and having just completed a set of 
launch failure exercises I knew that I 
must be close.  By this time the sun was 
getting low in the sky, so I believed that 
the day would be called, and we would 
pack up.  At this point Steve insisted on 
inspecting my sunglasses, he tried them 
on and looked up he then took them off 
and looked up again.  He turned to me 
and said. “Right! You can go on you own 
now, I’ll be watching”. I said “Really? Ok 
then”. 

I managed one flight before the visibility 
got beyond flyable. Those of you who 
have just completed your first solo’s will 
know the sense of experienced at this 
point.  

So, as well as fly to gain vital experience, what do I do now? - An email came out asking if anyone would be 
interested in attending a series of theory classes for the Bronze endorsement being held at Gransden.  I 

knew that a few members were 
going so I thought why not, the 
sessions were over the winter, this 
would stand me in good stead for 
the spring when I could do the 
skills part. 

The syllabus for the theory is quite 
thorough, covering navigation, 
theory of flight, meteorology, air 
l a w, h u m a n p e r f o r m a n c e , 
i n s t r u m e n t a t i o n a n d R T 
procedures. For those of you who 
h a v e t h i s f o r y o u r n e x t 
achievement, pre-reading and 
studying are essential as all this 
culminates in one exam which to 
pass will need good scores in each 
section. Suffice to say the studying 
paid off. 

Next came the flying skills and yes, Steve again. These flights are to ensure that you have not picked up any 
bad habits and to challenge just that little bit. For example, I had to fly away from the airfield until I was told to 
turn back.  On the way back, I remember experiencing severe sink, or was it Steve on the airbrakes?  This 
was of course done to see if I would re adjust my circuit taking into consideration the height. Continued on 
Page 3 

From Solo to Cross Country  
Paul Johnstone 
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Our flying was brought to an unexpected abrupt halt at the end of November when our 4th 2-seater JMX 
had to be taken out of service with no prior warning or planning, leaving us with just the 2 single-seaters to 
fly. This followed 2 previous unexpected ‘events’ over the preceding couple of months that rendered both 
DOX and the Twin Astir LSR unserviceable for considerable periods.  

The decision to bring the annual shutdown forward by a month was clearly the best thing we could do to 
help return our aircraft back to serviceable status as soon as we can, and give us much-needed 2-seater 
capacity in time for the startup of flying in the New Year. So where are we now? Here’s the current status 
of each glider. 

The Junior and the K8 remain the only currently 
serviceable club gliders. The K8’s canopy has been 
repaired recently following further cracks appearing. 
Please take great care when handling all our aircraft 
canopies as they are all becoming more and more 
fragile, and will ultimately become very difficult to 
repair and expensive to replace. Neither of these 2 
gliders is due its Annual Inspection in the near future, 
leaving us time to concentrate on the 2-seaters. 

Our long-trusted 2-seat workhorse DOX was due its 
Annual Inspection at the end of August, but just 
before we were due to take it off-line it suffered a 
heavy landing with some sideways impact. Our initial 
view on looking at the damage led us to believe that 
DOX had probably flown her last flight as the fuselage was badly distorted and the wings misplaced 
across it. However once in the workshop a more detailed inspection and assessment of what had actually 
happened to it in the heavy landing reversed our initial opinions when we realised, with Trevor Nash’s help 
and expertise, that we could save her and repair the damage. More importantly, the absence of any 
evidence to the contrary corrected any thoughts we had that internal shock loads could have damaged the 
wing structure. Repairs are now almost complete, with only the canopy refit to its frame needed and new 
silicone sealing between canopy and fuselage to be applied. The electric wiring is being replaced as we 
are replacing the radio with the KRT2 8.33KHz unit salvaged from LPO. Furthermore the work needed to 
complete the Annual Inspection has been progressing in parallel with the repairs so it could be ready for 
the ARC Review in the next few weeks. Continued on Page 4

Continued - This I did executing a good circuit interception, turning in a third of the way down the field and 
landing safely. Then there is the spinning.  Those of you at early solo will remember your spin check, a 
single turn before recovery.  Not with Steve on this occasion, it was a good day, so we had lift to around 
3000 ft. or so. 

Steve announced it was time for some spinning, however the instruction was.  “Recover when I tell you to”. 
Steve put DOX into a spin as I went to recover I felt that the stick was solid.  A voice from the back said.  “I 
haven’t said recover”. Three full turns later I got the command to recover, which I did.  Another spin in the 
other direction, again I had to wait to be told to recover.  Once on the ground Steve explained that it’s useful 
to experience the rotation and ground rush, duly experienced and noted, thanks Steve. 

Moving on, I spent the soaring season gaining experience and completing other milestones that would give 
me valuable experience for the cross-country endorsement such as duration and height. 

So, with these complete I booked a motor glider session at Gransden to undertake the practical navigation 
and field landing sections of the achievement. The weather could have been better, the visibility was quite 
poor which made navigating a real challenge.  However, despite the pressure I didn’t get lost and I also 
executed three good simulated field landings. The instructor was pleased with my efforts and therefore 
happy to sign me off as completed on 4th December 2017. 

As I write this it has dawned on me that I have managed to Solo and gain a complete Bronze with cross-
country endorsement within a year.  The determination has paid off. My next challenge will be a solo cross-
country in the spring/summer and working towards Silver. 

Aircraft Member’s Report  
Alan Wyse 
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Continued From Page 3 - The second event that took us by surprise happened when I was asked to 
investigate a squeaking main wheel on the Twin Astir LSR, and a recent problem with raising the 
undercarriage in flight (it wouldn’t!). On removing the wheel to change the tyre, as it was the wrong size 
for this glider, I looked inside the undercarriage bay and was shocked to find the wheel frame completely 
broken and jammed at the rear end. So LSR is now upside down in the hangar awaiting repair. The sad 
news is that repairs are unlikely to be possible until after the end of April 2018, the earliest time when the 
German supplier of Grob parts can attend to an order from us for replacements. A new frame would be 
made in steel, not the cast aluminium of the old one, but at this time we have no idea of the lead time or 
the cost of the new parts. We await that info with bated breath! (On the plus side, if there is one, we can 
press on with the Annual Inspection tasks after other maintenance priorities have been met!).  

And the third, crippling event that brought our flying to a halt was the discovery last month of major failures 
in the structural tubing supporting the front seat and the nose skid central support of our newest K13, 
JMX. the fabric had been removed from the underside of the fuselage the true extent of the damage 
became apparent – not only were there fractures in the supporting tubes, but others were bent, as were 
the 2 longerons running fore and aft along this part of the fuselage underside. we had just established a 
relationship with a CAA Approved Welder, Chris Goodley from Outwell near Wisbech (see item re CFG 
below), and he has taken on the job of repairing JMX for us. This might take a couple of weeks and when 
returned to the workshop we will have the reassembly of the parts removed and renewing the removed 
fabric to do.  

These failures of the skid supporting tubes have occurred over some considerable time, and are probably 
the results of the nose skid contacting the 
ground before the glider has come to rest at the 
end of each flight. The forces created in bringing 
the glider to a stop are taken from the skid 
through this central support structure, which 
appears to have failed by fatigue as a 
consequence. These forces can be exaggerated 
when the nose is not held off the ground after 
touch-down and the skid is used as a brake. I 
am now asking all pilots and instructors to 
ensure that when landing the K13s, especially 
JMX as it has a skid and not a nose wheel, to 
focus on achieving a fully held-off touch-down 
on the mainwheel and tailwheel/skid 
simultaneously, and bringing the stick fully aft 
after touch-down to help keep the nose off the 
ground for as long as possible. This action 
should help ensure that we do not suffer from 
these structural failures in the future.  

What about CFG, you ask? As you all know CFG has undergone a major rebuild of both wings which took 
2 years and was completed earlier this year. Since then we commenced preparing the fuselage when we 
found corrosion in the tailwheel supporting tubular structure. This corrosion had occurred over many years 
from condensation in the structure collecting in the tube joints and eventually corroding through the metal 
framework. As we did not have any working relationship with a reliable, qualified and appropriately 
approved welder before then we sought information from the CAA, who approve welders for aircraft 
structural work, and found Chris Goodley of Outwell, near Wisbech. He has subsequently repaired CFG’s 
tail end for us, the fuselage is back in the workshop and work is proceeding apace to complete all of the 
outstanding jobs. The fabric repairs have been done, dope and paintwork are in progress. A new KRT2 
radio system remains to be fitted before the outstanding Annual Inspection tasks can be done. The glider 
will need to be re-weighed after it has been rigged and new placards issued, all paperwork signed off, 
then we should be in a position to finally complete the ARC Review. 

I think that after reading this report you should be aware that not all of the K13s are likely to be ready for 
flight by early January – please bear with us as we are working very hard to keep delays to a minimum, 
but some jobs just cannot be hurried. I am, of course, very grateful for the help of all the club members 
who have contributed in any way to the very good progress we have made to date, and I look forward to 
that continuing in the New Year when there will still be much to do on the Aircraft Front! 

I do hope that you have found this report to be informative, and your understanding of why there 
are so few operational gliders in the hangar just now has increased somewhat. 

Happy Christmas to all. Have a safe and enjoyable 2018! 
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Sadly this month we have had to say goodbye to a great member, David Braham. 

He was born in 1933 and brought up in the Saffron Walden area. One thing we do know is that from a 
young age he loved aeroplanes. In fact, he joined the Air Training Corps and survived a crash landing 
when having an air experience flight in a Lincoln bomber. That didn’t put him off, however, as he had 
decided to pursue a career in aviation. 

He did his National Service in the RAF, who sent him to Germany. Once there he and some other 
enthusiasts found some old un-airworthy German gliders. They did some work on them making them 
airworthy and David learnt to fly without any dual instruction, simply by doing ground slides, short 
hops and getting ever higher until a circuit could be flown. That is how his long career in gliding 
started, progressing form this to becoming a ‘Gold’ pilot and a very capable instructor. 

After National Service, David joined the de Havilland Aircraft Company at Hatfield where he worked 
on both aircraft design and jig & tool design. In fact I had the pleasure of being his apprentice for a 
couple of months learning about the design of tooling. 

Like some of us here today, David was involved in 616 Air Cadet Gliding School at RAF Henlow right 
from its inception in 1958 and he appears as our instructor in our old log books on many occasions. 
He was also an instructor at Cambridge Gliding Club and he competed at National Championship 
level in flying a Slingsby Eagle.After leaving de Havillands, or Hawker-Siddeley as it had become, in 
1974, David worked for many years as a senior design engineer at Irvin Air Chute in Letchworth 
where one of his many projects was a sport ‘chute suitable for gliding use. 

When Irvin was merged with GQ Parachutes, David took voluntary redundancy and went back to 
Hatfield which had, buy this time become British Aerospace and later still Raytheon. He was moved to 
work at Chester on the B.Ae 125, but never actually re-located there. It was from Raytheon that he 
retired some years ago. 

On the personal side, his interest was mainly in gliders and he was a well-regarded member of the 
British Gliding Association Technical Committee. There can have been no-one else with his vast 
knowledge of wooden structures. This knowledge was put to use at Duxford where he was involved in 
many restoration projects including the DH Rapide, G-AGJG, the Sea-Hurricane and many gliders. 

David joined the Nene Valley Gliding Club in the 1980’s and in addition to his flying there he 
encouraged several other members to become inspectors and engineers. His mentoring skills on the 
ground were highly valued and he was still helping owner-members with their wooden gliders right up 
to the present. He was also an inspiration and 
tremendous support to Alan Wyse as he looks to 
become a certified aircraft engineer 

He lived in Henlow for over 30 years and 
apparently his workshop is something of a 
‘treasure-trove’ of rare aircraft. It is to be hoped 
that good homes will eventually be found for 
these unique items.In addition to aviation, David 
was keen on shooting and old clocks. He went 
on many cruises and his last cruise, earlier this 
year, took him to the Arctic Circle and Russia. 

David touched so many of our lives and we will 
surely miss him and our thoughts go out to his 
family. 

Goodbye Dave, it was a real pleasure to have 
known you. 
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Dave Braham - Sadly Missed  
Peter Vincent 

Peter V, Dave, Peter Kirk and Romo
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On Saturday Dec 9th it was decided to take the fuselage of JMX to our newly-discovered Approved 
Aviation Welder somewhere ‘out in the Fens.’ (I personally hadn’t the faintest idea where this was, but 
fortunately Peter Valentine had been there before, and knew roughly which way to go). 

When a volunteer was requested to accompany Peter, I very reluctantly (at the speed of lightning) offered 
to go, because I didn’t fancy working outside again, and had been told that the welder’s premises were 
‘quite unusual,’ and worth a look, AND I would also be able to listen to some wonderful stories from Peter’s 
enormous store of his lifetime’s experiences. 

We set off in the general direction of ‘somewhere out in the Fens’ and after a few minutes Peter said “I 
assume that we’ve got the fuselage in the trailer…..I’m assuming that Alan Wyse would have made sure of 
that.”(No jokes about ‘assume’ please). In order to make certain, Peter obviously felt that it would be wise 
to check, but decided to defer that particular activity until we’d actually arrived at the welder’s premises 
‘out in the Fens.’ 

We duly continued on our way, with Peter not forgetting 
to keep up a plentiful supply of stories, one or two of 
which I hadn’t heard before. We arrived at Chris the 
welder’s premises ‘out in the Fens’ and were 
immediately advised that it would have been a good 
idea to have a couple more NVGC members with us, 
as we needed to get the fuselage into the er… 
workshop…hmm… and turn it over. Anyway, we 
ignored the fact that there were only the three of us to 
achieve the task, and by putting ‘Elf an’ Safety’ 
regulations in the ‘Deleted’ bin we managed to do it. 

Having ‘parked’ the fuselage in a position which would 
enable Chris to start work sooner rather than later, 
Chris advised us that we should turn right when leaving 
the narrow exit to his premises, in order to avoid 
damaging his wrought Iron gateposts. Peter achieved 
this without further ado, and as we started to pull away 
he remembered a number of stories which he hadn’t 
related on the way in. As I listened to these tales it 
became apparent that Peter had taken a wrong turn 
somewhere, but we carried on, using our best Lookout 
procedures to get back on track. 

Eventually Peter’s navigation skills (for some 
inexplicable reason mine had turned themselves off) 
got us in the right direction again, and as we were 
approaching a T-junction I became aware that the trailer connection had become very rattly. I interrupted 
Peter to tell him of my concern, and he said “Yes you’re right, the trailer’s alongside us, outside my door.”  
I looked and saw the offending item, which appeared to be overtaking us; thinking very rapidly I concluded 
that as the trailer had no engine it would probably slow down before Peter’s Land Rover did. Peter, in the 
meantime, was also thinking rapidly, and decided that if we slowed down at the same time as the trailer, 
he could use his Rally Driving skills to guide things to a safe conclusion. The safe conclusion involved 
using the Land Rover to prevent the trailer going into the ditch on our left, which actually meant driving the 
Land Rover into the ditch. 

This was achieved in an orderly fashion, and with everything stationary Peter and I looked at each other 
and said “OK, what do we do now?” The Land Rover was leaning at 45 degrees, and rather than open my 
door and fall into the ditch, I decided to climb over the driver’s seat and exit the vehicle behind Peter. With 
the assistance of an amused driver who had been following us, we nudged the trailer (which was 
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An Entertaining Saturday  
Roger Emms 
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completely minus the A-frame at the front end) so that it was parallel with the grass verge. Peter then, with 
no wheel-spin whatsoever, and to my utter amazement, calmly backed the Land Rover out of the ditch, 
and we decided that our top-priority emergency action should be to return to NVGC and have a nice cup of 
tea, which we immediately did. 

I then decided that it might be a good idea to contact the Police and warn them of the obstruction; we had 
by that time worked out exactly in which part of ‘out in the Fens’ the trailer was sitting. I had a very 
interesting Web-Chat with Cambs Police on the NVGC computer, with a person called Operator Typing, 
who, after getting all the facts from me, decided that the situation required the attendance of an officer at 
the scene. Peter and I asked Brian Palmer to make contact with ‘Billy’ ?? who might be able to retrieve the 
trailer for an agreeable fee, and left NVGC to meet the officer at the scene, who introduced himself as 
Peter. 

Peter the policeman had brought his Police Vehicle with him, with festive blue sparkling lights on it to 
attract well wishers, but had to tell us that unless we were able to move the trailer before dark, he would 
have to have it removed for us; after a while it became apparent that Billy was in Wolverhampton and 
wouldn’t be able to help, so Peter (Valentine, that is) asked Peter (the Policeman) if he would start the 
process. An hour later the retrieve lorry arrived, and I naively said that I was concerned that the trailer 
wheels might have been stolen if the trailer had been left there during the night. The retrieve lorry driver 
kindly informed me that NOTHING would have been there if we had left the trailer overnight; the trailer 
would probably have been relocated near to some caravans by some well wishers…. 

Anyway, we agreed a price to get the trailer back to Upwood, the retrieve driver very kindly backed up to 
our hangar once on site, and offloaded the trailer into the hangar so that it could be repaired as rapidly as 
possible. 

Job done, no fuss, gliding is such an adventurous, fun sport……….. 
 

Do not fear the 
necessary expertise, 
ingenuity, experience 
and general support 
is on hand to fix it.  
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Excuse Answer
The glider doesn't have the performance. - Yes it does, as long as the weather and task set are 

reasonable.

The trailer isn't roadworthy. Offer assistance to prepare any club equipment.

I don't have a bronze C. Fly with an Instructor.

I've got to get home to walk the dog. Speak to management or neighbours, if today is the day 
its best taken.

Other people want to fly the glider. Your turn today, somebody else will be lucky tomorrow, 
or soon.

I've been told the Glider is too difficult to de-rig.
Difficult, possibly - Not impossible and its defiantly 
easier with practice (and probably using minimum of 
experienced helpers is better)

I think there are not any, or many, fields to land in. Instructor will set the task and cover the options. As 
solo - seek advice from Instructors

I am not ready for it yet. Possibly not until a few flights are under your belt---but 
yes you are.

The glider doesn't have very good instruments. They will be OK for the flight.

I've never been out of the local area. A good time to go!

I'm not very good at thermaling. Perfect time to be given advice and sharpen your 
technique

I'm not sure the weather is good enough. Discuss with duty Instructor

I don't have a Map.

It's a Chart! - Half Mill should be used, somebody will 
lend you one, best start thinking about your own. (Legal 
requirement) Quarter mill is just too much detail unless 
the terrain is demanding (ask an Instructor)

Map reading is not my strong point. Early cross country training is a great time to be trained 
on navigation and landmark recognition.

I've not flown longer than an hour before. Could be enough time for a short trip away from local 
soaring.

I don't think I understand this NOTAM thing. Discuss with duty Instructor.

I don't have a logger. Don't need one - unless a solo badge flight.

I don't know how to use a logger. Don't need one - Discuss with duty instructor or club O/
O

I don't have a GPS. Don't need one - use a Chart

I don't know how to use a GPS. Discuss with Duty Instructor, Club O/O or experienced 
club member.

I'm not cleared for field landings.
As mutual flight, you don't need to be, - Instructor will 
advise. If you do land out it will add a wealth of 
experience and probably remove some of the mystery.
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Random Reasons for Not Going Cross 
Country 

John Young  
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I've not gone solo yet. No reason not to go with an  Instructor.

I've only just gone solo. Good time to go with an Instructor.

I get uncomfortable when I think I'm too far away from 
the airfield.

Further away from the airfield with an Instructor will 
give you confidence.

What if the flight takes longer than expected? It may! Discuss with Instructor.

I'm not sure I understand how to interrogate the weather 
forecast.

Part of pre flight briefing or if solo, discuss with 
Instructor

What if I need a pee? Pre flight preparation.

I might land out. Yes - Possibility on any cross country flight.

Field landings are risky aren't they.

There are risks but as in any phase of flight, given 
training and practice they can be kept to a minimum. A 
dual cross country flight is an ideal time to cover this 
aspect.

I don't have a tow bar on my car. Arrange retrieve crew or fit tow bar. (Or both)

I don't have a car. Arrange retrieve crew and be prepared to pay back 
favours.

I have no interest in going cross country. Possibly a bit like saying you don't like anchovies but 
you have never eaten or tasted them - Try it.

What If I get lost?

You will learn from the experience. Discuss with 
Instructor how and why this happened and how to avoid 
in future. Besides - you were probably only temporarily 
unsure of your position and Instructor can give in-flight 
advice on how to avoid or improve on this.

I might not get back. You might not! - see below.

How do I know somebody will come for me if I don't 
get back?

Pre arrange a retrieve crew - and offer to retrieve them 
when needed in return.

I have a bad back and can't help with rigging or de-
rigging.

I'm sure you do plenty of other work to help with club 
activities

I'm more focused on staying airborne for longer. Improving your time in the air is a good aim but it's 
what you do with this time that's important.
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Get out there and try it, 
it’s fun and 

rewarding!!!!!!!!  

Chris Barrott

John Young
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Sadly Roly Taylor passed away quietly at Addenbrookes Hospital after surviving major surgery. He had 
returned home and was making a remarkable recovery but unfortunately suffered an infection and other 
complications.  

Roly was a straight talking man with a commanding presence, but invariably helpful and generous towards 
all who knew him. He supported the club as an active member but also by donating funds to support the 
Inter Club Junior Competition and providing furniture for the new workshop to mention just a few. As Safety 
Member he developed a new operational safety scheme which is way beyond those of other clubs. This will 
be rolled out in the club during 2018 and has been picked up by the BGA who were massively impressed at 
the quality and detail he had gone in to. It was a mark of respect for the man that over 20 members turned 
up for his funeral in Ely, something much appreciated by his family. 

The following is an edited transcript of an article he wrote himself about his own life for the May 2013 
NVGC newsletter and this shows what an amazing man he was touching so many lives in a good way. 

Roly was born and bred in Cumberland (now Cumbria) and spent his childhood days running around the 
Lake District and fishing in the Solway Firth. His first encounter with with aeroplanes at the 1958 RAF 
Silloth air-show on the Cumberland coast in 1958 and from that day onwards he knew what he wanted to 
do when he got older – anything to do with aeroplanes. So he joined 2199 Squadron of Workington A.T.C. 
in 1958 & cycled 16 miles round trip twice every week to attend. His first flight was in a De Havilland 
Chipmunk from RAF Ouston in July of that year. His first flight in a glider was undertaken 21 years later on 
July 21st 1979 in a Sedburgh T21b at Kirknewton in Scotland, where he completed 43 flights in all, then 
nothing more to do with gliders for 30 years until he joined the NVGC. 

Having joined the Royal Air Force in 1959 and studied Air Radar Navigation he operated the Jet Provost, 
Vampire, Hunter, Vulcan, Canberra, Wessex and Puma and flew in them all. His most memorable one was 
undoubtedly the Vulcan. 

After leaving the Royal Air Force he joined Dan Air at Lasham and worked the Comet 4’s, B707, BAC 1-11 
and the Bristol Wayfarer, but working in a hangar all day did not suit him so after 18 months he left and 
returned home to Cumbria where he got a job as an insurance collector after recovering from a broken 
neck sustained playing rugby. He also played professional rugby league for Workington Town. The 
insurance job wages were not great as he worked on low wages with commission. After 9 months he got 
the sack, he was earning commission and plenty of it until they found out his clients were all dead. He 
hated this job and got new clients names off the gravestones in Maryport cemetery, filled in the commission 
claim forms and submitted the form for his commission. Much like the modern day MP’s to save himself 
ending up in jail he had to pay it all back over an agreed timeframe! 

He eventually joined the Scottish Prison Service and started in Dumfries Young Offenders Institute and 
finished at Edinburgh around 7 years later. Trouble with this job was that he kept on banging his head on 
the bars every time an aeroplane flew over the prison and tried to see what kind it was. He was shocked 
with what I saw in the prison service so he wrote a book called “No More Force than Necessary”. The title 
was generated by the fact that every time prison officers were in trouble for ‘fixing’ the odd prisoner, which 
was done discretely, your get out of jail card was to tell the governor at the subsequent hearing; “Governor, 
I used no more force than necessary in restraining the prisoner”.  This always worked! 

Eventually he escaped from the prison service after seven years and joined the Sultan of Oman’s Air Force 
spending 5 years in the Sultanate of Oman operating C-130’s from Seeb, Jaguars from Thumrait and 
Strikemasters (armed jet provosts) from Salalah. Again he was able to take advantage and fly in the Jaguar 
two-seater and regularly in the Strikemaster. Returning from Oman he was lost, so like everyone else in 
aviation who does not have a job he went contracting as an Avionics Engineer having completed many 
different avionic courses in Oman.   

Whilst contracting was financially very rewarding he needed a permanent job. At this time about 40 years 
ago he was working on the Boeing 757’s for Monarch Airlines at Luton Airport when he saw an advert in a 
newspaper for avionic engineers so he applied. After a two minute interview on the telephone he had to tell 
the person on the other end they had no idea what they were talking about, not the best way to apply for a 
job but it worked. The lady on the other end of the phone said “Do you think you can do it any better?” so 
he said “Yes”, after all what did he have to lose? He was invited to speak to the MD of the company and 
subsequently invited down to Luton for interview. Borrowing £250.00 from the bank he bought a suit, shirt & 
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tie and new shoes and duly turned up at a Luton company called CASMU to be interviewed, with a pub fish 
lunch thrown in, by none other than a Mr. Valentine, the same Peter Valentine who we all know in the club. 
He gave him the job that set him on the road to success and has always been thankful to Pete.   

Thirty five years later I meet Pete once more when he joined the NVGC. 

A few years later he joined Aer Lingus as a contracts manager before joining Marshall Aerospace in the 
Sales and Marketing Department. During this time he helped set up three new BAE146 operations in 
Barbados, Romanian Presidential Flight and UK for British Aerospace. Guess which one was the best?  

Eight years later he left Marshals as Deputy General Manager of Sales & Marketing and became Senior 
Vice-President with the Flying Hospital working out of Virginia USA. This was about the most rewarding job 
he ever had. The Flying Hospital was a Lockheed L-1011-500 Tri-Star and was kitted out with three on 
board operating theatres, a couple of minor treatment rooms, medical laboratory and a 50 seat first class 
seating area with on-board cinemas in order to show operation techniques in real time to indigenous 
doctors of the country we were visiting. 

He took the hospital on assignments to Brazil, Ecuador, India, 
Nicaragua, and I eventually displayed the aircraft at both the 
Dubai and the Farnbourgh Air Show. For his work with the 
Flying Hospital I was made a Knight of Malta and had the 
good fortune to be introduced to the then Pope. 

Leaving the Flying Hospital to return home to England he 
worked in various different jobs in aviation and eventually tired 
of working for others so in 2001 set up the first EASA Pt 147 
aircraft type training school in the south of England for a big 
aviation engineering company. Their work ethics and his were 
very different so in a moment of madness told the Financial 
Director where to stick his head and left. Now jobless – where 
to from here? 

So he did the obvious and I set up my own EASA training school, got full EASA/UK CAA approvals three 
months later. He then decided it was time to tell my wife he hadn’t had a job for the past three months and 
then get on with it. She threw a real royal fuse and told him where to go with his new job. Advanced Aircraft 
Training (AAT) is now the number 3 training school in the EASA training world, has 56 different aircraft type 
approvals on their license with full EASA subsidiary training schools in Singapore, Jordan, Romania, 
Kazakhstan and Poland.  AAT cover all aircraft from B737-200 through to the B777-200/300 and all 
Airbuses from the A320 to the A340-500/600. AAT have now qualified over 5,000 aircraft certifying 
engineers globally to service and maintain the very latest aircraft and systems but it took quite a while to 
gain BGA approval to do a DI on a club glider!!  

By 2013 he has flown a total of 4,572.46 hours in 15 RAF and 82 commercial aircraft of all types ranging 
from the DC3 to the A380. He had visited 96 countries of which the favourite country was Bhutan, a very 
small Kingdom high in the Himalayas, and the worst one was Sierra Leone. He held 2 black belts in 
Shotokhan and Ditocan. 

Roly is missed by us all and our thoughts are with his wife Margaret, son Nicholas and daughter Claire. 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Overall the ground equipment has performed well this year with no major issues.

Early in the year we had a problem with cable failures on one run which was giving a 25% failure rate after 
only 3 months use. This was changed and the replacement seemed better, but we were fortunate in 
acquiring 9000 metres of new 4 mm cable, instead of the usual 4.5 mm, of British manufacture rather than 
Chinese and on the one drum to which it has been fitted it seems very reliable. The 4 mm is, of course, 
somewhat lighter so slightly better launch heights should be achieved. The cost to us for this 4 mm cable 
was very low indeed.All our cable will soon be 4 mm as the need for cable-changes comes along. It is 
important to note that when joining 4 mm cable a reef-knot must be tied as our crimping tools will not crimp 
sufficiently to take launch loads.

I had intended to take Disco 2 out of service shortly due to corrosion and worn steering, but Ian Taylor 
offered the services of his engineering club at the school where he teaches to carry out a programme of 
repair and this vehicle should be back with us early in the New Year. Ian also worked on the other Land-
Rovers over the year and for this we are really grateful. Ian, please pass on all our thanks to your students.

Apart from the need for a few replacement parts such as a winch window, a battery and some normal as-
you-go repairs we have had a trouble-free year in the main.

The annual servicing of all the ground equipment is now complete and I would like to thank everyone who 
has helped. The damaged K13 trailer is now fully repaired (see the note from Roger Emms about the 
accident which happened when the entire front A-frame snapped off!).

The Golf Buggies will soon be living in their own container which Brian and Michael negotiated a favourable 
buy price for and Thanks to Dave Mansfield and others for fitting out the inside including the electrical 
supply. All it needs is an entry ramp and we can begin using it.

For 2018 all I ask is that we take care of our ground equipment.

Here are a few pictures of just some of the members who were working during the 
December shut down including part of Ron’s team cladding the rear of the clubhouse. 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As the year draws to a close and I look back on 2017 it was another very good year for Club 
achievements from training and first solo. Also for those members who achieved personal goals from 
Bronze to Cross Country Certificate, Silver legs and 300ks, congratulations. Some very good cross 
country flights were achieved. 

We have a new intake of scholarship students starting in 2018 and this should bring down the 
average membership age again. Ben Ponsonby and Ben McGowan started a little earlier with Hannah 
Dillon starting in the New Year. Personally as CFI I will have many challenges in 2018 which I hope to 
achieve.  

It is good to see many members helping Alan with the work to get the gliders back into the air and I 
thank you all for that. 

Annual checks will take place in January 2018 please use this time with your instructor as refresher 
flights & enjoy these checks. 

Question; what is the stall speed of a k13 when  established  in the climb on a winch launch????  

Wishing you all a merry Christmas and see you in the New Year. 

Steve 
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